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BROKERAGE

QUICK START GUIDE
With Mutual of Omaha’s Medicare Supplement Electronic Application
(Med Supp e-App) you may complete and submit business online.

Designed speciﬁcally for our Med supp producers,
this e-App has everything you need and want to
complete and submit applications for quick issue.
Saves you time and ensures accuracy. Whether
you write hundreds of applications a year or are
an occasional Med supp writer, you’ll like this
process. Chances are you won’t go back to paper.

7Saves Time
7Eliminates Guesswork
7Easy for You and Applicants
7Reduces Frustration of Outdated Forms
7Quick Issue7Paid Faster
7Simple to Keep Track of Apps in Progress
7Reduces Paper App Supply

e-App Features
When you begin using the Med Supp e-App, you’ll discover all of its features
and beneﬁts. Here are a few of the highlights in the meantime:
L+=34AFA8C8=6AD;4B0A40DC><0C820;;H0??;843
L30C010B4?A4B2A8?C8>=3AD6B0=33>B064B0A4;8BC4385=44343
L,8BD0;2D4B8=3820C4H>DA?A>6A4BB<8BB8=68=5>A<0C8>=0=32;0A8K20C8>=B
L%=4B86=0CDA42>E4AB0;;5>A<B
LAnswers to simple questions reveal only the additional questions your
client needs
L0272;84=CBB86=0CDA4>?C8>=B0??40A4;42CA>=82>AE>824
L(40;C8<4A0C4@D>C4B0=330C0D?30C4B
L0B71>0A3B7>FB0;;H>DA0??;820C8>=B8=?A>6A4BB
L

For sensitive information
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Who Can Use It
You complete the e-App with applicants in person or on the
phone. It’s not approved for applicants to complete themselves.

Who

What’s Required

1.$4#%1:Licensed and appointed

Internet connection, email account and
registered on Sales Professional Access
)444C)C0AC43>=102:2>E4A

//+)#!-3:You complete the e-App
for anyone with an Internet connection;
an email address is preferred, but not
required*

LBank account information and Social
Security number for signing*
LPrescription drug information, if policy
is underwritten
L#43820A420A3850E08;01;4

* See What Ifs on back cover

Where It’s Located
Sales Professional Access, mutualofomaha.com/broker, in two places:
L -4;2><4?064;42CA>=82??;820C8>=B
L)0;4B#0A:4C8=6C01;42CA>=82??;820C8>=B?064
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How It Works
The general ﬂow of the Med Supp e-App process is:

1

You sign onto Sales Professional Access
and open the Med Supp e-App.

2

Applicant has Internet browser and
4<08;022>D=C>?4=?A454AA43B44
-70C 5B>=102:2>E4A 

3

.>D0AA8E40CH>DA0B71>0A32;82:
J =8C80;>2D<4=CBMC>4<08;A4@D8A43
docs to the applicant.

4

You click “Start a New Quote or
??;820C8>=MC>64=4A0C40?A4<8D<
quote.

5

You ask applicant the questions,
add information, click to retrieve
plans/quotes, select a plan.

6

.>D2;82:J??;H$>FMC>1468=
the application.

7

You ask the questions and complete
K4;3B

8

When all checkmark circles are green,
H>D2;82:J>=C8=D4C>(4E84FM0=36>
over all the information entered with
the applicant; revise as needed. It’s
your last step before signature.

9

.>DB4;42CJ)D1<8CMC>B4=30=4<08;
to the applicant with signature options,
required documents and authorization
code for signature. You see a Web page
with the same signature information.
If the applicant doesn’t use email, see
What Ifs on back cover.

10

Applicant reviews documents and
selects the preferred signature option
B44)86=0CDA4%?C8>=BB42C8>=

11

You receive an email that the applicant
signed and submitted the application
C>#DCD0;>5%<070C740??;820C8>=
with a pending policy number shows
D?>=H>DA0B71>0A3 .>D0;B>64C0=
email when the applicant receives a
premium change and when he/she
declines to sign the application.

12

%=24C74K;48BA4248E438C0??40AB>=
your health case monitoring report.

&0H<4=C%?C8>=B
First paymentL,8B0#0BC4A0A30DC><0C8210=:
withdrawal or check when printing for and submitting
with wet signature
Renewal paymentLDC><0C8210=:F8C73A0F0;
or check
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)86=0CDA4%?C8>=B

The following criteria determine how the applicant may sign the e-App:

Signature Method

Available on These
Types of Business

And When the Initial
Payment Is

Underwritten

Automatic bank withdrawal

D0A0=C448BBD4

,8B0#0BC4A0A3=>C8=$.

Electronic
Applicant:
LHaB =C4A=4C0224BB4<08;033A4BB
=>CA4@D8A43B44-70C 5B
LMust review initial documents
before signing
L=C4AB2A438C20A38=5>A<0C8>=

%?4=4=A>;;<4=C

Voice**
Applicant must review application and
initial documents before calling the
voice signature phone number.

Underwritten

Automatic bank withdrawal

D0A0=C448BBD4
%?4=4=A>;;<4=C

Wet
Producer mails or delivers the application
and documents to the applicant to sign
and submit. Primarily used when there
is a power of attorney or the applicant
is not the bank-account holder or perfers
to wet sign. Always an option but not
preferred; will delay issue. See What Ifs
on back cover.

Underwritten

Automatic bank withdrawal

D0A0=C448BBD4

Check

%?4=4=A>;;<4=C

* Applicants using credit cards must provide their statement billing address so the payment is processed.
See Resources, signature process on back cover.
** ,oice signature is not available to those who want to enter bank account information themselves; they must
use electronic signature.
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0B71>0A3867;867CB

You may sort the information by column heads or search a
name, date, etc. The Dashboard indicates application status:

Status

Explanation

Dashboard

Quoted

Completed through quote only; can open it later to
K=8B7F8C7C740??;820=C

30 days

App Started

Partially completed the application; saved it to resume
F8C70??;820=C;0C4A A40C85H>DA48=C4AAD?C430=3
cannot complete the app after starting it.

30 days

Pending Signature

Completed application and sent to applicant for signature.
#>=8C>AB>H>D20=5>;;>FD?F8C7C740??;820=CC>K=8B7
the signature process.

30 days

Printed for Signature

When the applicant is not the bank-account holder or
prefers to wet sign. You sent everything to the applicant to
wet sign. See What Ifs.

45 days

Submitted e-Signature

Applicant electronically signed and submitted the
application. A pending policy number was assigned and
B7>FB>=0B71>0A3 

90 days

Submitted Voice
Signature

Applicant voice signed the app. A pending policy number
F0B0BB86=430=3B7>FB>=0B71>0A3

90 days

Submitted Wet
Signature

Applicant wet signed the application and you’ve mailed
>A50G438CC>#DCD0;>5%<070 +B4C74380;>61>GC>
change the status.

90 days

J#43)D??4??M0??40AB8=C74=CAH)HBC4<2>;D<=F74=0=0??;820=C1468=B0#43)D??>=BD<4A%=;8=4
??;820C8>= )44C74>=BD<4A%=;8=4??;820C8>=#0A:4C8=6(4B>DA24D834>=)0;4B&A>54BB8>=0;224BB
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e-App Functions
Navigation
L Green/white checkmark: Page is complete and in
good order
L Yellow exclamation mark: Page is missing
8=5>A<0C8>= >C>C74?0640=3A403C7438A42C8>=B
or look for the yellow-highlighted area
L Blue Dot: the page you’re on
L*01C7A>D67C740=BF4AK4;3B
L*0?JHM:4H5>AH4B0=3J=M5>A=>
L In dr>?3>F=1>G4BBC0C43AD6B4C2 CH?4C74KABC
few letters of what you want to get close
L Use the left navigation to jump to any page. For
example, you can work on the Producer page while
the applicant gathers prescription drug information.
%AH>D20=033=>C4BC>C74D=34AFA8C4AF74=
discussing drug use.
%52>DAB48CB14BCC>2><?;4C4C74?064B8=>A34A
so that the underwriting rules can be applied and
you see only what you need to complete.

Buttons
L Previous/Next: Moves you backward or forward
one page at a time; does not save answers to the
database, but retains them while you’re in the e-App
L Continue to Review: When all check mark circles
are green, takes you to the Review page to go over the
information with the applicant and revise anything.
L Save: Retains answers in the database
L Close: Saves answers to the database, saves record
C>C740B71>0A30=3C0:4BH>DC>C740B71>0A3
L Edit Quote: Takes you back to the quote page
L Attach Eligibility Documents: Before signature, you
attach the required proof of eligibility for guaranteeissue coverage
L Initial Documents:=01;4BH>DC>4<08;C74A4@D8A43
documents to the applicant
L Submit: Sends an email to the applicant containing
the authorization code, signature options and
required documents
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4C)C0AC43

Messages
Information Mark Button
&A>E834B74;?2;0A8K20C8>=34C08;B

Register for Sales Professional Access
You must be registered for our producer website,
Sales Professional Access.
>C>mutualofomaha.com/broker. Click Sign Up
and follow the instructions to create your account.
.>D=443H>DAB4E4=3868C#DCD0;>5%<070
production number to register.

Note Pad
8E4BH>D64=4A0;0=3BC0C4B?428K2AD;4B
Speech Bubble
You’re required to tell the applicant something
Red X Stop Sign
Tells you why the application cannot be
submitted

Have a Valid Email Address on File with Us
To add or update your email address, log in to
)0;4B&A>54BB8>=0;224BB2;82:+?30C4<H?A>K;4>=
the Welcome page.

Warning Sign
Tells you what the problem is

Play in the Sandbox e-App
%=24H>DA4>=;8=46>C>C74)0;4B#0A:4C8=6C01
0=3B4;42C;42CA>=82??;820C8>=B ;82:C74)0=31>G
button so you can become familiar with it before using
the actual e-App with applicants. Play with the rate
quoter, application and signature options.

What Ifs
These are the most common situations. For additional
help, see Resources below.
1. Applicant doesn’t have Internet access.
You may complete the e-App with him or her in a
location with Internet access using a laptop or pc.
Print the forms and give them to the applicant.
%A0??;820=CB20=B44C748A8=8C80;3>2D<4=CB>=
medsuppdocs.com, and sign the application on
signyourmedsuppapp.com.

Keep in mind:
L UB4K2C8C8>DB=0<4B
L =Cer your email address as the applicant’s to see
communications
L SandboG0B71>0A34=CA84B3>=CCA0=B54AC>C74
#43)D??4??0B71>0A3

2. Applicant doesn’t have an email account, but does
have Internet access.
You send applicants to see their initial documents
on medsuppdocs.com. To sign the application, send
applicants to signyourmedsuppapp.com. They
enter the authorization number you provide and
C748A30C4>518AC78=C78B5>A<0C##  ....

Use the Med Supp e-App
Ready? To write business, select the Med Supp e-App
>=C74-4;2><4?064>A)0;4B#0A:4C8=6;42CA>=82
Applications page.

Resources

3. Applicant doesn’t want to give the Social Security
Number to you.
Applicant may provide it at e- or voice signature.

.>DAKABCBC>?8BC78B?064>=)0;4B&A>54BB8>=0;
224BBmutualofomaha.com/broker¤Sales &
Marketing tab¤;42CA>=82??;820C8>=B?064¤
(4B>DA24B *70CBF74A4H>D;;K=3C742><?A474=B8E4
Training Manual for details.

4. Applicant doesn’t want to give bank information
to you.
He/she may provide at e-signature.
5. Applicant wants to wet sign, is not the
bank-account holder, or you’re speaking to a
power of attorney.
Click Print for Signature on the Continue to Review
page. Then, on your Thank You screen, print the
documents and send them to the applicant or the
power of attorney.

5H>D3>=CK=3F70CH>DF0=CC74A420;;)0;4B
)D??>AC   
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